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Angle for inserting

Model No.

Model No.

universal

universal

Socket adaptor

Universal socket adaptor

Socket adaptor to enable use of your existing socket

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

Socket adaptor to enable use of your existing socket
Providing 30° head swing, suitable for work in 
corners and limited space

Length

Universal socket adaptor (Long) Long

Length

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

Socket adaptor to enable use of your existing socket
The long type is applicable for working with 
bolt/nut in recessed and elevated positions

electric drill socket

Homepage
Call center

Monodzukuri solutions for professionals. 
Monodzukuri fun for everyone.

Target : Standard (High durability type)＊

High durability and compatibility with 36 V impact screwdriver
strong-shaft sockets

＊High durability and compatibility with 36 V impact screwdriver
strong-shaft socketsSTLOCK STLOCK STLOCK 



STLOCK 36: 36 V model of STLOCK series (compatible with 18 V)
STLOCK 18: 18 V model of STLOCK series

Provides break resistance owing to the long shaft 
effect and use of purpose-specific steel of high durability.
As the shaft is longer than that of conventional models, load applied to the shaft is dispersed,
resulting in break resistance. (Torsion effect)
Applicable with high-power impact screwdrivers because of the use of purpose-specific steel of high durability.
Target: Standard (High durability type)

Long 
shaft

Press-fitting the hexagon shaft into the hexagon hole
Excellent torque transmission, similar to that obtained via surface contact with the X-DRIVE adjustable angle wrench
Target: Standard, short, P-cone, form tie, full-thread types

Hexagon 
press-fitting

Worker load reduction, resulting in work efficiency improvement
Up to 30% weight reduction (in comparison with our conventional model) *　(* Compared with conventional model DSX24S with 24 mm width across flats)

Light
weight

Width across flats is color-coded for easy identification in the field.
Target: Standard, short, long, light gauge steel, universal, universal long and P-cone types

Size
identificati
on by color

Short Long
universal double

grooves

Deep
hole

Overall length is short. 
(Short type)

Overall length is long. 
(Long type)

Head swing type The joint part is
applicable to two sizes.

The socket hole is long. 
(Deep socket type)

Hexagon
The hexagon type can grip nuts/bolts
securely by surface contact, 
without damaging nut/bolt edges. 
Principal shape of electric drill socket.

Dodecagon
The dodecagon type is easy to fit over 
bolts/nuts,resulting in work efficiency
improvement. Surface contact does
not cause damage to nut/bolt edges.

Surface
Pursuing surface contact, 
the surface type can securely grip 
even damaged nuts/bolts. 
The socket is easy to fit over nuts/bolts, 
resulting in work efficiency improvement.

in comparison with our conventional model

Description STLOCK 
Four features of

series strong-shaft socketsSTLOCK STLOCK 

● Other features

● Features of opening shape

Provides long service life due to torsion effect of the long shaft.
Torsion/Break resistance and high torque transmission efficiency are obtained 
　when the hexagon shaft is press-fit into the hexagon hole of the socket.

Deep hole type, applicable to long protruding male threads.
The lightweight type reduces worker load, enabling work efficiency improvement.

STLOCK: Coined word of “Strong” + “Lock” + “Hexagon (rokkaku in Japanese)”

STLOCK36・STLOCK18

STLOCK Point①
Conventional 
products

STLOCK 36

Torsion effect

Conventional 
products

STLOCK 36

STLOCK Point②

Excellent torque is obtained by hexagon press-fitting.

Hex press-fitting part

STLOCK Point③
Lightest weight model in the industry

STLOCK Point④
Identification of size by label color

High durability and compatibility 
with 36 V impact screwdriver

Standard socket (High durability type)

    Compatible 
    with impact 
    screwdriver

    Compatible 
    with impact 
    screwdriver

codeModel No.
opening
  shape

hexagon

Length (Product)
  weight

image

surface

dodecagon

Width across
     flats

STLOCK strong-shaft sockets STLOCK STLOCK 

Length

Long 
shaft Hexagon 

press-fitting

Light
weight

Size
identificati
on by color

Deep
hole



Socket adaptor to enable use of your existing socket
Torsion/Break resistance and high torque transmission 
efficiency are obtained when the hexagon shaft is 
press-fit into the hexagon hole of the socket.

(Product)
 weight

Size
identificati
on by color

Deep
hole

Size
identificati
on by color

Long

Short socket

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

hexagon

Model No.
Width across
     flats Length

Length

code

Hexagon 
press-fitting

Short

Long socket Light
weight

Deep
hole

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

Length

opening
  shape Model No. Length (Product)

 weight code

opening
  shape Model No. Length (Product)

 weight code
codeopening

  shape Model No. Length (Product)
 weight

hexagon

hexagon

hexagon

dodecagon

The long type is applicable for working with 
　bolt/nut in recessed and elevated positions

Deep hole type, applicable to long protruding male threads

The lightweight type reduces worker load, enabling work efficiency improvement.

strong-shaft sockets STLOCK STLOCK STLOCK 

Size
identificati
on by color

LongLight
weight

Deep
hole

Size
identificati
on by color

Long
universal

＊

＊

Length

codeModel No. Length (Product)
 weight

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

The ultra-long type is suitable for light gauge steel, eliminating the needs for scaffolding
The lightweight type reduces worker load, enabling work efficiency improvement

Socket for light gauge steel

Length

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

Universal socket/Universal long socket

Universal long socket

Universal

dodecagon

The long type is applicable for working with
　bolt/nut in recessed and elevated positions.

The lightweight type reduces worker load,
　enabling work efficiency improvement.
Deep hole type, applicable to long protruding
　male threads.

Swing
angle

Swing
angle

Width across
     flats

Width across
     flats

Width across
     flats

Width across
     flats

opening
  shape

opening
  shape



Length (Product)

double
grooves

STLOCK strong-shaft sockets STLOCK STLOCK 

The claw at the tip keeps mortar from
　adhering to the P-cone, and catches the nut inside
Torsion/Break resistance and high torque transmission efficiency are obtained
　when the hexagon shaft is press-fit into the hexagon hole of the socket.
Deep hole type, applicable to long protruding male threads

（for K-form tie）

for K-form tie

for K-form tie for ivy form tie

Both the ivy form tie and K-form tie

（for ivy form tie and K-form tie）

The bell opening easily fits
　over nuts and bolts (for K-form tie）
Both the ivy form tie and K-form tie
　can be handled with one socket
Both the ivy form tie and K-form tie 
　can be handled with one socket

for K-form tie
Both the
ivy form tie 
and K-form tie

for K-form tie

Length

for all screw bolts for form tie
for p-cone

The roller automatically catches threads, 
　enabling quick fitting. Reverse rotation is enabled.
Applicable for fitting and removing form ties and P-cones
Torsion/Break resistance and high torque transmission efficiency are obtained
　when the hexagon shaft is press-fit into the hexagon hole of the socket.

（with magnet）

For fitting and removing hexagon type
　(hexagon head) screws/bolts
The joint for electric tool has double grooves
　(for 9.5 mm and 14 mm), enabling mounting
　on various types of electric drills
Equipped with a strong magnet, which can
　securely hold hexagon type screws/bolts,

）MHSD（tnemevorpmi ycneicffie krow gnilbane　

Socket for p-cone Hexagon 
press-fitting

Size
identificati
on by color

Deep
hole

Length

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

Hexagon 
press-fitting

Socket for p-cone

Socket for form tie

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

Length Length

Length (Product)
 weight code

Socket for full-thread Hexagon 
press-fitting

Length

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

    Compatible 
with 18 V impact 
    screwdriver

Socket for hexagon setter/Socket for hexagon setter (with magnet)

Socket for hexagon setter

(Product)
 weight

code

Length

Adaptive screw

Socket for hexagon setter (with magnet)

surface

codeopening Model No. Width across flats Length (Product)
 weight

Width across
     flats

hexagon

hexagon


